Oxy-fuel combustion of methane in small scales was handled to investigate micro counterflow diffusion flames. We observed methane-oxygen diffusion flames in counterflow burners where the burner distance was less than 1 mm, and obtained the flame thickness and flame diameter as functions of the burner distance, inner diameter and gas flow rate. When burners with large inner diameter were used, counterflow diffusion flames were observed in small burner distance, and the flame thickness and flame diameter were large under the same conditions of burner distance and gas flow rate. The flame thickness and flame diameter decreased as the burner distance became smaller, and they increased as the gas flow rate became larger. Moreover, the flame stretch rate had a great influence on the flame thickness. As the flame stretch rate became larger, the flame thickness decreased monotonously, which depended on the inner diameter and gas flow rate. To scrutinize the dependence of flame thickness on the flame stretch rate, we normalized the flame thickness by the inner diameter and the average velocity of methane. We confirmed that the normalized flame thickness depended only on the flame stretch rate.
Introduction
Methane which is dominant component of natural gas receives a lot of attention as the substitution energy of oil and coal, because of low CO 2 emissions. To translate methane into power source of practical applications with small sizes without NO x emissions, we need the knowledge on oxy-fuel combustion of methane in small scales. Oxy-fuel combustion is the attractive method to reduce NO x emissions and to produce CO 2 rich flue gases (Rubin et al., 2012) . Several researchers have investigated in detail oxy-fuel combustion, and then the fundamental phenomena are clarified (Maruta et al., 2007; Toftegaard et al., 2010; Watanabe et al., 2011; Sevault et al., 2012; Kobayashi et al., 2013; Bongartz and Ghoniem, 2015; Shimokuri et al., 2015) . Moreover, combustion in small scales, closely related with small power source, has been treated, and then the fundamental characteristics of micro flames are elucidated (Miesse et al., 2005; Chen et al., 2007; Ju and Maruta, 2011; Saiki and Suzuki, 2013; Hossain and Nakamura, 2015; Kadowaki et al., 2015) . Based on the previous information on oxy-fuel combustion and micro flames, we can handle diffusion combustion of methane and oxygen in small scales.
In this investigation, we handled oxy-fuel combustion of methane in small scales to investigate micro diffusion flames. Using counterflow burners, we performed the experiments to obtain the flame thickness and flame diameter as functions of the distance between burners, the inner diameter of burners and the flow rate of gases. In addition, the dependence of flame thickness on the flame stretch rate was scrutinized by means of the normalization of flame thickness. Through the experiments, we elucidated the characteristics of micro methane-oxygen counterflow diffusion flames. 
Experimental setup
The experimental apparatus is shown in Fig. 1 . Three pairs of stainless burners (SUS316BA) with the inner diameter f = 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4 mm were used, where the outer diameter of all burners was 1.59 mm. The burner distance d was less than 1 mm in all cases. Methane was employed as fuel, and oxygen was adopted as oxidizing agent. The gas flow rate was controlled by digital mass flow controllers (Azbil, MQV9020, MQV9200). The flow rate of methane was set to Q F = 4, 5 and 6 mL/min, and that of oxygen was set to Q O = 8, 10 and 12 mL/min, where the apparent equivalence ratio was unity.
Methane-oxygen diffusion flames between burners were observed by a digital microscope (Thanko, Dino-Lite Premier 500M). After the generation of binary images, we obtained the flame thickness δ f and flame diameter D f (Fig. 2) . When the threshold in binarization is changed, the flame thickness and flame diameter are slightly varied. However, the substantial dependence of flame thickness and flame diameter on the burner distance, inner diameter and gas flow rate is immutable. Thus, the effects of threshold are limited in the present investigation. To elucidate the characteristics of micro counterflow diffusion flames, we examined the flame thickness and flame diameter, depending on the burner distance, inner diameter and gas flow rate, and looked over carefully the relation between flame thickness and flame stretch rate. We observe diffusion flames in counterflow burners whose distance is less than 1 mm. Diffusion flames with small scales, so-called micro diffusion flames, are observed when oxygen is adopted as oxidizing agent. No micro flames are observed when air is adopted instead of oxygen. Figure 4 shows the flame thickness and flame diameter in methane-oxygen counterflow diffusion flames at f = 0.2 & 0.4 mm, and Q F = 4, 5 and 6 mL/min, depending on the burner distance. When burners with large inner diameter are used, counterflow diffusion flames are observed in small burner distance, and the flame thickness and flame diameter are large under the same conditions of burner distance and gas flow rate. In addition, the flame thickness and flame diameter decrease as the burner distance becomes smaller, and they increase as the gas flow rate becomes larger. Figure 5 shows the ratio of flame thickness to flame diameter. Although the burner distance, inner diameter and gas flow rate are changed, the variation of ratios is slight in the present experimental conditions. ▲ 6 mL/min ▲ 5 mL/min ▲ 4 mL/min In general, the flame stretch rate has a great influence on the flame thickness in counterflow diffusion flames (Tsuji, 1982; Sung et al., 1995) . Thus, we need to make clear the effects of flame stretch rate. In counterflow diffusion flames, the flame stretch rate κ is defined as Figure 6 shows the relation between flame thickness and flame stretch rate in methane-oxygen counterflow diffusion flames at f = 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4 mm, and Q F = 4, 5 and 6 mL/min. As the flame stretch rate becomes larger, the flame thickness decreases monotonously, which depends on the inner diameter and gas flow rate. When the inner diameter is large (small), the effects of flame stretch rate on the flame thickness become stronger (weaker).
To scrutinize the dependence of flame thickness on the flame stretch rate, we normalize the flame thickness by the inner diameter and the average velocity of methane. The normalized flame thickness δ f * is defined as
(2) Figure 7 shows the normalized flame thickness in methane-oxygen counterflow diffusion flames, depending on the flame stretch rate. The normalized flame thickness depends only on the flame stretch rate. This indicates that the present normalization is adequate for scrutinizing the effects of flame stretch rate on the flame thickness. However, the mechanism of the dependence of flame thickness and flame diameter on the burner distance, inner diameter and gas flow rate is not clarified. Thus, we need to investigate in detail micro counterflow diffusion flames, considering the heat transfer from micro flames to counerflow burners. 
Conclusions
We have performed the experiments of oxy-fuel combustion of methane in small scales to elucidate the characteristics of micro counterflow diffusion flames. The obtained results are as follows:
Diffusion flames in counterflow burners, where the burner distance is less than 1 mm, are observed. The flame thickness and flame diameter are obtained as functions of the inner diameter, burner distance and gas flow rate. When burners with large inner diameter are used, counterflow diffusion flames are observed in small burner distance, and the flame size is large under the same conditions of burner distance and gas flow rate. The flame size decreases as the burner distance becomes smaller and increases as the gas flow rate becomes larger. Moreover, the flame thickness decreases monotonously as the flame stretch rate becomes larger, which depends on the inner diameter and gas flow rate. Scrutinizing the dependence of flame thickness on the flame stretch rate, the flame thickness is normalized by the inner diameter and methane velocity. The normalized flame thickness depends only on the flame stretch rate. In the near future, we will investigate in detail micro counterflow diffusion flames, considering the heat transfer from flames to burners. We are planning to clarify the mechanism of the dependence of flame size on the burner distance, inner diameter and gas flow rate, and to propose the adequate model of micro counterflow diffusion flames.
